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Abstract—In bidirectional relaying using Physical Layer Net-
work Coding (PLNC), it is generally assumed that users employ
same modulation schemes in the Multiple Access phase. However,
as observed by Zhang et al. [1], it may not be desirable for the
users to always use the same modulation schemes, particularly
when user-relay channels are not equally strong. Such a scheme
is called Heterogeneous PLNC. However, the approach in [1]
uses the computationally intensive Closest Neighbour Clustering
(CNC) algorithm to find the network coding maps to be applied
at the relay. Also, the treatment is specific to certain cases
of heterogeneous modulations. In this paper, we show that,
when users employ heterogeneous symmetric-PSK modulations,
the network coding maps and the mapping regions in the fade
state plane can be obtained analytically. Performance results are
provided in terms of Relay Error Rate (RER) and Bit Error Rate
(BER).
I. INTRODUCTION
A bidirectional or two-way relaying scenario consists of
nodes A and B wanting to exchange data using a relay R. If the
relay performs PLNC, the relaying has two phases: Multiple
Access (MA) phase and Broadcast (BC) phase [2]. In the MA
phase, users transmit signals simultaneously to the relay. The
signal received at the relay is a noisy sum of transmitted
signals scaled by their respective channel coefficients. The
relay applies a many-to-one map on the received symbol, such
that the users can decode the desired message, given their own
message and a knowledge of the map. The salient feature of
this scheme is that the mapping depends on the fade state of
user-relay channels. Hence, the complex plane representing the
ratio of channel coefficients (or fade state) has to be partitioned
to indicate which map is to be used in a given region. Relaying
carried out in this manner is highly efficient compared to
conventional relaying and Network Coding at bit-level. [2].
Both users are assumed to apply the same constellation
during the MA phase [2], [3], [4], [5]. However, due to varying
channel conditions (i.e. average SNR), each link may only be
able to support constellations up to a certain cardinality. Such
a scheme is known as Heterogeneous PLNC (HePNC) which
was proposed by Zhang et al. [6], [1]. Three cases of HePNC
viz. QPSK-BPSK, 8PSK-BPSK, and 16QAM-BPSK are inves-
tigated in [1] and the network coding maps are obtained using
CNC algorithm [2]. However, a computationally efficient way
of obtaining the network coding maps and the corresponding
fade state region boundaries using the concept of singular fade
states (SFS), is known [3] for symmetric PSK modulations.
Also, the concept of clustering independent regions is not
considered in [6], [1].
In this paper, we provide an analytical approach to the
PLNC scheme with heterogeneous PSK modulations by ex-
tending the framework of Muralidharan et al.[3]. The contri-
butions of this paper are:
• The analytical framework provided in this paper enables
the investigation of two-way relaying using HePNC with
PSK modulations. This includes cases like 8PSK-QPSK
PLNC which are not considered by Zhang et al.
• The approach taken by Zhang et al. uses a computer
search based CNC algorithm [2] to find the boundaries
of relay-mapping regions. The complexity increases with
the order of PSK signal sets used. This work provides
explicit equations for the boundaries of relay-mapping
regions.
• For the HePNC modulations dealt by Zhang et al, where
one of the users employs BPSK signal set, the boundaries
of relay-mapping consist of straight lines only. For a
general case, the boundaries also include arcs of circles,
for which this paper gives explicit equations.
• This work generalizes some results of [3]. For example, if
same order of PSK modulation is used at both users, the
Internal Clustering Independent (CI) Region is obtained
from complex inversion of External CI Region. This
paper provides equations to obtain boundaries of Internal
CI regions for heterogeneous PSK modulations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
system model, which is followed by the derivation of the
exact number and location of SFS in Section III. The Latin
rectangles used for QPSK-BPSK and 8PSK-BPSK schemes,
which serve as many-to-one maps at the relay are listed
in Section IV. The analytical framework for partitioning of
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Fig. 1: Two-way Relaying with Heterogeneous PLNC [1]
the fade state plane is given in Section V. Thereafter, the
performance is evaluated in terms of Bit and Relay Error Rates
in AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. The results match
those provided by Zhang et al. [1].
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The HePNC system comprises of two users A and B,
wanting to exchange data through a relay R. The notation
from [3] and [4] has been used and extended. Let A and B
use PSK modulations Si of cardinality Mi = 2
λi , where,
λi ∈ Z+ for i = 1, 2. Subscripts i = 1, 2 is used for
A, B interchangeably, to indicate parameters of A and B
respectively. That is, A wants to send a λ1 binary-bit tuple
to B, and B wants to send a λ2 binary-bit tuple to A. Without
loss of generality, λ1 ≥ λ2. Let the functions mapping the
bit-tuples to complex symbols be binary to decimal mappings
given by µi : F
λi
2 → Si for i = 1, 2. This paper considers
users using symmetric Mi-PSK constellations of the form
Si =
{
e
j(2k+1)pi
Mi ; 0 ≤ k ≤Mi − 1
}
. The relaying has two
phases, MA phase and BC phase.
1) MA Phase: In this phase, the users transmit complex
symbols to the relay simultaneously. The user transmissions,
xA = µ1(sA) and xB = µ2(sB), where, sA ∈ Fλ12 and sB ∈
F
λ2
2 . The received signal at R is given by
YR = HAxA +HBxB + ZR, (1)
where HA and HB are fade coefficients of the A-R and B-R
links respectively. The additive noise ZR is C N (0, σ
2), where
CN (0, σ2) denotes circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and variance σ2. Slow fading
is assumed. The pair (γ, θ) is defined as a fade state.where
γejθ ,
HB
HA
; γ ∈ R+,−pi ≤ θ ≤ pi. (2)
It is assumed that the fade states are distributed according
to a continuous probability distribution. The channel state
information is assumed to be available only at the receivers.
Thus, no carrier phase synchronization is needed at the users.
However, symbol-level timing synchronization is assumed [1].
The effective constellation seen at the relay during the MA
phase is therefore,
SR(γ, θ) =
{
xA + γe
jθxB|xA ∈ S1, xB ∈ S2
}
. (3)
The minimum distance between any two points in the constel-
lation SR(γ, θ) is defined as,
dmin(γ, θ) = min
(xA,xB),(x′A,x
′
B
)∈S1×S2
(xA,xB)6=(x
′
A
,x′
B
)
|(xA−x′A)+γejθ(xB−x′B)|.
(4)
A fade state where dmin(γ, θ) = 0 is called a Sin-
gular Fade State (SFS). The set of all SFS, is H ={
γejθ ∈ C|dmin(γ, θ) = 0
}
. The relay R jointly decodes the
transmitted complex symbol pair (xA, xB) by computing a
maximum likelihood estimate:
(xˆA, xˆB) = argmin
(x′
A
,x′
B
)∈S1×S2
|YR −HAx′A −HBx′B |. (5)
2) BC Phase: Instead of re-transmitting the estimated pair
in the form of a constellation of cardinality M1 × M2, the
relay applies a many-to-one map from this pair to points on
another constellation having smaller cardinality. This many-
to-one map depends on the fade state and is defined by
M γ,θ : S1 × S2 → S ′(γ, θ). The signal set S ′ satisfies
the inequality, max(|S1|, |S2|) ≤ |S ′(γ, θ)| ≤ |S1| × |S2|.
Elements of S1 ×S2 mapped to the same complex number
in S ′ by the map M γ,θ are said to form a cluster. Let
{L1,L2, ...,Ll} denote the set of all clusters for a given fade
state, also called a Clustering. Let C denote a generic clus-
tering. Let LC (xA, xB) denote the cluster to which (xA, xB)
belongs under the clustering C .
The relay needs to broadcast a complex symbol XR =
M γ,θ(xˆA, xˆB) ∈ S ′(γ, θ). The cardinality of the transmitted
constellation is assumed to be limited by the SNR of the
weakest link (by convention B-R). Thus, the relay transmits
a set of symbols XRj ∈ S2 with the number of broad-
cast transmissions being Nt = ⌈ log2(|S
′(γ,θ)|)
|λ2| ⌉ and X¯R ={
XR1 , XR2 , ..., XRNt
}
. The users A and B receive transmis-
sions YAj = H
′
Aj
xRj + ZAj and YBj = H
′
Bj
xRj + ZBj ,
where, j ∈ {1, ..., Nt}. The fading coefficients corresponding
to the R-A and R-B links are denoted by H ′Aj and H
′
Bj
and
the additive noises ZAj and ZBj are CN (0, σ
2). The users
then decode the individual transmissions and create composite
symbols YA and YB to estimate xA and xB respectively.
The map M γ,θ is known to the users, and so is the symbol
transmitted by them, using which the data of the other user has
to be recovered. To ensure this, the many-to-one map should
satisfy the condition called Exclusive Law [2], [3], which is
M
γ,θ(xA, xB) 6= M γ,θ(x′A, xB),
for xA 6= x′A;xA, x′A ∈ S1, ∀xB ∈ S2.
M
γ,θ(xA, xB) 6= M γ,θ(xA, x′B),
for xB 6= x′B ;xB, x′B ∈ S2, ∀xA ∈ S1. (6)
This constraint leads to the mapping function being of the
form of a Latin Rectangle. If the fade state is an SFS, the relay
cannot decide upon the transmitted pair (xA, xB), as multiple
pairs lead to the same received symbol at the relay. For fade
state values (γ, θ) near the neighbourhood of an SFS, the
value of dmin(γ, θ) is greatly reduced, which might lead the
relay mapping the estimated transmitted symbols to a wrong
constellation point in the MA phase. To mitigate this harmful
effect of an SFS, another constraint called the Singularity
Removal Constraint is imposed: for all pairs (xA, xB) and
(x′A, x
′
B), where, xA 6= x′A and xB 6= x′B , such that
|(xA − x′A) + γejθ(xB − x′B)| = 0, ensure M γ,θ(xA, xB) =
M γ,θ(x′A, x
′
B). The above mappings remove the detrimental
effect of distance shortening [2]. The minimum clustering
distance for a given mapping/clustering C and a given fade
state (γ, θ) is defined as
dmin(C ; γ, θ) =
min
(xA,xB),(x′A,x
′
B
)∈S1×S2
Mγ,θ (xA,xB)6=M
γ,θ(x′
A
,x′
B
)
|(xA − x′A) + γejθ(xB − x′B)|. (7)
A mapping is said to remove an SFS h ∈ H , if the minimum
clustering distance dmin(C ;h) > 0.
III. SINGULAR FADE STATES
In this section, the location and number of SFS are ob-
tained for M1-PSK–M2-PSK PLNC. The points in the Mi-
PSK signal set are assumed to be of the form Si ={
ej(2k+1)pi/Mi , 0 ≤ k ≤Mi − 1
}
, where, Mi = 2
λi and λi ∈
Z+ for i=1,2. The difference constellation ∆Si, of a signal
set Si, is given by
∆Si = {sl − sm|sl, sm ∈ Si} . (8)
For a symmetric Mi-PSK signal set, we have,
sl − sm = ej(2l+1)pi/Mi − ej(2m+1)pi/Mi
=
{
cos
(
(2l+ 1)pi
Mi
)
− cos
(
(2m+ 1)pi
Mi
)}
+ j
{
sin
(
(2l + 1)pi
Mi
)
− sin
(
(2m+ 1)pi
Mi
)}
= 2sin
(
(l −m)pi
Mi
)
e
j
(
(l+m+1)pi
Mi
)
. (9)
Let l − m = n. It is sufficient to consider n in the range
1 ≤ n ≤Mi/2 to get all the members of∆Si . Let l+m+1 =
2k, if n is odd, and l + m + 1 = 2k + 1, if n is even, and
0 ≤ k ≤Mi − 1. Thus, we have
∆Si = {0}
⋃


⋃
1≤n≤Mi/2;n odd
0≤k≤M−1
2sin
(
npi
Mi
)
e
j
(
2kpi
Mi
)


⋃


⋃
1≤n≤Mi/2;n even
0≤k≤Mi−1
2sin
(
npi
Mi
)
e
j
(
(2k+1)pi
Mi
)


.
Thus, xk,n,i ∈ ∆Si, is given by,
xk,n,i ,


2sin
(
npi
Mi
)
e
j
(
(2k+1)pi
Mi
)
if n even,
2sin
(
npi
Mi
)
e
j
(
2kpi
Mi
)
if n odd,
(10)
where 1 ≤ n ≤Mi/2, 0 ≤ k ≤Mi − 1. Thus, SFS are of the
form γse
jθs = HBHA = −
xk1,n1,1
xk2,n2,2
, for some xki,ni,i ∈ ∆Si.
Let δ , log2(M1/M2).
Lemma 1 (Muralidharan et al. [3]). For integers k1, k2, l1 and
l2, where 1 ≤ k1, k2, l1, l2 ≤M/2, k1 6= k2 and l1 6= l2,
sin
(
k1pi
M
)
sin
(
k2pi
M
) = sin
(
l1pi
M
)
sin
(
l2pi
M
) , (11)
if and only if k1 = l1 and k2 = l2.
Lemma 2. The singular fade states lie on M1M24 − M22 + 1
circles with M1 points on each circle (M1 ≥ M2) with radii
of circles given by sin (n1pi/M) /sin (n2pi/M), where 1 ≤
ni ≤ Mi/2. The phase angles of the M1 points are given by
2lpi/M1 + φ, where 0 ≤ l ≤M1 − 1 and φ is,
φ =


0 if n1 is odd and n2 is odd,
(1−2δ)pi
M1
if n1 is even and n2 is even,
−2δpi
M1
if n1 is odd and n2 is even,
pi
M1
if n1 is even and n2 is odd.
(12)
Proof. From (10), the amplitudes of SFS γs =
sin (n1pi/M1) /sin (n2pi/M2) for some ni ∈ [Mi/2].
We need to count the number of distinct values of γs. From
Lemma 1 and using M1 = 2
δM2,
sin
(
l1pi
M1
)
sin
(
2δm1pi
M1
) = sin
(
l2pi
M1
)
sin
(
2δm2pi
M1
) , (13)
where 1 ≤ l1, l2, 2δm1, 2δm2 ≤ M1/2, l1 6= 2δm1 and l2 6=
2δm2, if and only if l1 = l2 and 2
δm1 = 2
δm2 ⇒ m1 = m2.
Thus, out of the M1M2/4 pairs of l1 and m1, we subtract
cases for which l1 = 2
δm1 (since they all lead to same γs
and add one on behalf of all of them. Hence, the number of
distinct amplitudes of singular fade states is M1M24 − M22 +1.
From (10), the phase of singular fade states on the circles
of different radii depend on the values of ni . If n1 is odd
and n2 is also odd, the phase φ = 2k1pi/M1 − 2k22δpi/M1,
where 0 ≤ ki ≤Mi − 1, i = 1, 2. Taking k1 − 2δk2 = l, it is
clear that l has M1 distinct values and hence 0 ≤ l ≤M1−1.
Thus, in this case the phase of points is φ = 2pil/M1, which
shows that there are M1 equispaced SFS on each circle.
The other cases follow similarly. If n1 is odd and n2 is
even, the phase φ = 2k1pi/M1 − 2k22δpi/M1 − 2δpi/M1 =
2lpi/M1−2δpi/M1. If n1 is even and n2 is odd, the phase φ =
2k1pi/M1 + pi/M1 − 2k22δpi/M1 = 2pil/M1 + pi/M1.Finally,
if both n1 and n2 are even, φ = 2k1pi/M1 + pi/M1 −
2k22
δpi/M1 − 2δpi/M1 = 2pil/M1 + (1− 2δ)pi/M1.
When δ = 0, we get the result of Lemma 2 of [3] as a
special case. Hence, Lemma 2 is the generalized version of
the corresponding result given in [3].
Example 1. Let users A and B use QPSK and BPSK signal
sets respectively. Thus, xA ∈
{
± 1√
2
± j√
2
}
and xB ∈ {±j},
M1 = 4 and M2 = 2. ∆S1 =
1√
2
{0, 2,−2, 2j,−2j,−2 +
2j,−2 − 2j, 2 − 2j, 2 + 2j} and ∆S2 = {−2j, 0, 2j}. From
the definition of SFS, we get,
H =
{
0,
1√
2
,
−1√
2
,
j√
2
,
−j√
2
,
1 + j√
2
,
1− j√
2
,
−1 + j√
2
,
−1− j√
2
}
If we use Lemma 2, we see that the SFS are distributed in
4 × 2/4 − 2/2 + 1 = 2 circles. The radii of the circles can
be computed by taking cases of n1 = 1, n2 = 1 and n1 =
2, n2 = 1, so that γs = {1/
√
2, 1}. There are M1 = 4 points
on each circle with phases, as given in Lemma 2.
The SFS for QPSK-BPSK, 8PSK-BPSK, and 8PSK-QPSK
are shown in Fig. 2a, 2b, and 2c respectively.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF LATIN RECTANGLES
Definition 1. A Latin Rectangle of order M × N on the
symbols from the set Zq = {0, 1, ..., q − 1} is an M × N
array, where each cell contains one symbol and each symbol
occurs at most once in each row and column.
From Example 1, there are nine SFS in QPSK-BPSK PLNC.
The effect of SFS at γ = 0 cannot be eliminated. This is
because, no matter what constraint is imposed on the mapping,
the small value of γ leads to very short minimum Euclidean
distance. To eliminate the rest, we list the Singularity Removal
Constraints for each SFS for QPSK-BPSK PLNC in Table I.
Based on the constraints and requirements of the Exclusive
law, we find the smallest possible set of Latin rectangles that
remove all the non-zero SFS. A list of Latin rectangles is
provided in Table II. A set of 8 mappings has also been
obtained to remove the effect of 32 SFS in 8PSK-BPSK
PLNC, which are shown in Table III.
TABLE I: Singularity Removal Constraints for QPSK-BPSK
PLNC
Singular Fade State Constraint∗
γs θs
0 0 -
1√
2
0 M (0, 1) = M (1, 0); M (3, 1) = M (2, 0)
1√
2
pi
2
M (0, 0) = M (1, 1); M (2, 1) = M (3, 0)
1√
2
pi M (1, 1) = M (2, 0); M (0, 1) = M (3, 0)
1√
2
3pi
2
M (0, 0) = M (3, 1); M (1, 0) = M (2, 1)
1 pi
4
M (0, 1) = M (2, 0)
1 3pi
4
M (1, 1) = M (3, 0)
1 5pi
4
M (2, 1) = M (0, 0)
1 7pi
4
M (3, 1) = M (1, 0)
∗M γ,θ is denoted as M for compactness.
TABLE II: Mappings for QPSK-BPSK PLNC
Map∗ 0 1 2 3 Removes SFS (γ, θ)
0 0 1 2 3
C1 1 1 0 3 2 (
1√
2
, 0) and ( 1√
2
, pi)
C2 1 3 2 1 0 (
1√
2
, pi
2
) and ( 1√
2
, 3pi
2
)
C3 1 2 3 0 1 (1,
pi
4
), (1, 3pi
4
), (1, 5pi
4
) and (1, 7pi
4
)
∗The first row is common for all maps.
TABLE III: Mappings for 8PSK-BPSK PLNC
Map∗ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C1 1 1 5 6 7 3 4 2 0
C2 1 3 0 1 2 5 6 7 4
C3 1 7 2 3 4 1 0 5 6
C4 1 2 7 0 5 6 3 4 1
C5 1 6 3 4 1 2 7 0 5
C6 1 5 4 7 6 1 0 3 2
C7 1 3 6 5 0 7 2 1 4
C8 1 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3
∗The first row is common for all maps.
A. Clustering Dependent Region
V. QUANTIZATION OF FADE STATE PLANE
The mappings in the previous section removed the particular
fade state. However, the best possible mapping for each (γ, θ)
has to be found. We follow the scheme proposed by [3] for
clustering at the relay, which is based on using the maps which
were used for the removal of SFS. For a given realization of
γejθ we use one of the Latin Rectangles which is used to
remove an SFS based on the criteria given below [3].
Definition 2. The distance metric D is defined as
D(γ, θ, d1, d2) , |d1+γejθd2|,
(0, 0) 6= (d1, d2) ∈ S1 ×S2. (14)
Let (d1(h), d2(h)) = (d1, d2) ∈ S1 ×S2, where −d1d2 = h.
The criterion for selecting the SFS, whose map is to be used
for a given fade state is as follows:
If argmin
d1,d2
D(γ, θ, d1, d2) = (d1(h), d2(h)) then choose the
clustering which removes the singular fade state h.
A. Clustering Independent Region
Definition 3. (Muralidharan et al. [3]) The set of all values
of fade states for which any clustering satisfying the exclu-
sive law gives the same minimum cluster distance is called
Clustering Independent Region.
First, an upper bound on the minimum cluster distance as
in [3] is obtained. The existence of such a region is proved by
adapting Lemma 10 from [4] for the HePNC scenario.
Theorem 1. For any clustering C satisfying the exclusive law,
with unit energy Mi-PSK signal sets, i = 1, 2, dmin(C ; γ, θ)
is upper-bounded as,
dmin(C ; γ, θ) ≤ min
{
2sin
(
pi
M1
)
, 2γsin
(
pi
M2
)}
. (15)
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Fig. 2: Singular Fade States for Different Heterogeneous PSK Modulations
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Fig. 3: External Clustering Independent Region (Outside blue line).
Proof. As C satisfies the exclusive law, LC (xA, xB) 6=
LC (xA, x
′
B) where xA ∈ S1 and xB , x′B ∈ S2. We have
dmin(C ; γ, θ) =
min
LC (xA,xB) 6=LC (x′A,x′B)
(xA,xB)6=(x
′
A
,x′
B
)∈(S1×S2)
|(xA − x′A) + γejθ(xB − x′B)|
≤ min
(xA,xB) 6=(xA,x′B)∈S1×S2
γ|ejθ(xB − x′B)|
= γ min
xB 6=x′B∈S2
|(xB − x′B)| = 2γsin(
pi
M2
). (16)
Similarly, from the fact that LC (xA, xB) 6= LC (x′A, xB),
where xA, x
′
A ∈ S1, xB ∈ S2 and xA 6= x′A, we have
dmin(C ; γ, θ) ≤ 2 sin( piM1 ).
From the definitions, dmin(γe
jθ) ≤ dmin(C ; γ, θ). Hence,
from Theorem 1, it follows that regardless of which C is
considered, dmin(C ; γ, θ) = 2sin(pi/M1) when γ ≫ 1.
Similarly, for γ ≪ 1, dmin(C ; γ, θ) = 2γsin(pi/M2).
Let RextCI and R
int
CI denote the clustering independent re-
gions corresponding to γ > 1 and γ < 1 respectively. From
Theorem 1, for γ > 1 , min(2sin(pi/M1), 2γsin(pi/M2)) =
2sin(pi/M1). Hence,
R
ext
CI ={γejθ : |xk1,n1,1 + γejθxk2,n2,2| ≥ 2sin(pi/M1),
∀(0, 0) 6= (xk1,n1,1, xk2,n2,2) ∈ ∆S1 ×∆S2,
γ > 1,−pi ≤ θ < pi}. (17)
Let cl1,l2 , 1 ≤ 2δl2 ≤ l1 ≤ M1/2 and 1 ≤ l2 ≤
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Fig. 4: Internal Clustering Independent Region (Inside green line).
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(1+j)
SFS in QPSK-BPSK PLNC.
M2/2 denote the circle centered at the origin with radii
rl1,l2 = sin(l1pi/M1)/sin(l2pi/M2). Let Cl1,l2 denote the set
of circles whose centers are the SFS which lie on cl1,l2 and
have radii rl2 = sin(pi/M1)/sin(2
δl2pi/M1). The following
theorem generalizes the boundary of external CI region given
in [3].
Theorem 2. The region RextCI is the common outer envelope
region formed by the circles Cl1,l2 , 1 ≤ 2δl2 ≤ l1 ≤M1/2.
Proof. See Appendix.
Similarly,
R
int
CI ={γejθ : |xk1,n1,1 + γejθxk2,n2,2| ≥ 2γsin(pi/M2),
∀(0, 0) 6= (xk1,n1,1, xk2,n2,2) ∈ ∆S1 ×∆S2,
γ < 1,−pi ≤ θ < pi} (18)
The transformation γ′ejθ
′
= 1
γejθ
, is called complex inver-
sion. It can be verified that by applying complex inversion in
(17) we do not get (18) unlessM1 = M2. Unlike Lemma 11 of
[3], getting internal clustering independent region for heteroge-
neous PLNC with PSK is non-trivial. The following theorem
gives the general method to obtain the internal independent
region for PLNC using heterogeneous PSK modulations.
Theorem 3. The region RintCI is the region formed by the
intersection of following regions
|γejθ − cInt| ≥ rInt, ax+ by ≤ c′Int, (19)
where,
cInt = −
(
xk1,n1,1
xk2,n2,2
)(
sin(n2pi/M2)
2
sin(n2pi/M2)2 − sin(pi/M2)2
)
(20)
rInt =
sin(n1pi/M1)sin(pi/M2)
2(sin(n2pi/M2)2 − sin(pi/M2)2) (21)
∀(ki, ni) such that 0 ≤ ki ≤Mi − 1,1 ≤ ni ≤Mi/2 and
aInt = Re(x
∗
k1,n1,1xk1,1,2), (22)
bInt = Im(x
∗
k1,n1,1xk1,1,2), (23)
c′Int = |xk1,n1,1|2/2, (24)
where x = Re(γejθ), y = Im(γejθ) and * denotes complex
conjugation.
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Fig. 6: Clustering Dependent Regions for PLNC with heterogeneous PSK modulations.
Proof. From (18), RintCI , is the intersection of all regions in
the complex fade state plane which satisfy the inequality
|xk1,n1,1 + γejθxk2,n2,2| ≥ 2γsin(pi/M2). (25)
By squaring on both sides of the above inequality and complet-
ing the magnitude square, we get the curves given in (19).
The region other than the clustering independent region
is called clustering dependent region. From the criterion to
associate a clustering to any given channel fade state, it is
seen that every SFS has an associated region in the channel
fade state plane in which the clustering which removes that
SFS is used at the relay. Hence the region associated with the
SFS h is,
Rh = {γejθ : argmin
(d1,d2)∈∆S1×∆S2
D(γ, θ, d1, d2) = (d
′
1, d
′
2)
where − d′1/d′2 = h}. (26)
From Lemma 2, we know that the M1 SFS which lie on the
same circle, have phase angles of the form 2pilM1 or
pi
M1
+ 2pilM1
for 0 ≤ l ≤M1. Hence, there is an angular symmetry of 2piM1 .
Therefore, it suffices to consider those SFS which lie on the
lines θ = 0 and θ = pi/M1 and use symmetry to obtain the
regions Rh for all values of h.
The pairwise transition boundary formed by the SFS h and
h′, denoted by c(h, h′), is the set of values of γejθ for which
|d1(h) + γejθd2(h)| = |d1(h′) + γejθd2(h′)|.
Theorem 4. The pairwise transition boundaries are either
circles or straight lines.
Proof. We reproduce the proof provided by Namboodiri et al.
[Theorem 2, [4]] for completeness. The curve c(h1, h2) is,
|d1(h1) + γejθd2(h1)| = |d1(h2) + γejθd2(h2)|. (27)
Squaring on both sides and manipulating, we get the following:
|d1(h1) + γejθd2(h1)|2 = |d1(h2) + γejθd2(h2)|2. (28)
γ2(|d2(h1)|2 − |d2(h2)|2)− 2ℜ{γejθ(d∗1(h2)d2(h2)
−d∗1(h1)d2(h1))} = |d1(h2)|2 − |d1(h1)|2. (29)
Assume |d2(h1)|2 6= |d2(h2)|2. Dividing by |d1(h2)|2 −
|d1(h1)|2, completing the magnitude square on the LHS and
substituting hi =
−d1(hi)
d2(hi)
, we get,
|γejθ − c| = r, (30)
where
c =
−h2|d2(h2)|2 + h1|d2(h1)|2
|d2(h1)|2 − |d2(h2)|2 , (31)
r =
|d2(h1)d2(h2)(h1 − h2)|
|d2(h1)|2 − |d2(h2)|2 . (32)
If |d2(h1)|2 = |d2(h2)|2, we get the equation of a straight line
ax+ by = c′, where x = Re(γejθ), y = Im(γejθ) and
a = Re(h2)|d2(h2)|2 − Re(h1)|d2(h1)|2, (33)
b = Im(h2)|d2(h2)|2 − Im(h1)|d2(h1)|2, (34)
c′ = |d1(h2)|2 − |d1(h1)|2. (35)
This proof is independent of the signal sets considered at the
users.
It can be easily verified that the following lemmas from [3],
which are used to get the regions associated with the SFS, can
be applied to the case of heterogeneous PSK modulations also.
Lemma 3. The region Rh, where the SFS h lies on the line
θ = a; a ∈ {0, pi/M1}, lies inside the wedge formed by the
lines θ = a− pi/M1 and θ = a+ pi/M1.
Lemma 4. To obtain the boundaries of Rh, where the SFS
h lies on the line θ = a; a ∈ {0, pi/M1}, it is enough to
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Fig. 7: BER and RER for QPSK-BPSK PLNC
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Fig. 8: BER and RER for 8PSK-BPSK PLNC
consider those curves c(h, h′), |h| 6= |h′| which lie on the
lines θ = a− pi/M1, θ = a and θ = a+ pi/M1.
Example 2. Consider the case where M1 = 4 and M2 = 2.
From Example 1, there are 9 SFS. We select one h ∈ H
and derive the boundaries of clustering dependent region. Let
h = 1√
2
(1 + j). The difference constellation points for h are
d1 =
√
2 +
√
2j and d2 = −2. From Lemma 3, the region
lies in the wedge formed by the lines θ = 0 and θ = pi/2
(since a = pi/4). These lines are denoted by L1 and L4. We
find the equation of the boundary between h and h′ = 1/
√
2.
The difference constellation points for h′ are d′1 =
√
2 and
d′2 = −2. From Theorem 1, the boundary, c(h, h′), satisfies
the expression of a straight line (since d2 = d
′
2), which is
γsin(θ) = 1
2
√
2
. This is the horizontal line L3. Similarly, for
h′ = j/
√
2, d′1 =
√
2j and d′2 = −2, and we get a vertical
line L2, which is γcos(θ) =
1
2
√
2
.
Since the region is also bounded by the external clustering
independent region, we have to consider the circle C1 centered
at h and having radius 1/
√
2. All the lines and circles have
been shown in Fig. 5. The desired region around h is the
internal region formed by the intersection of these curves.
The regions obtained for QPSK-BPSK case are shown in
Fig. 6a and they match with those in [1]. In Fig. 6b we show
the regions for 8PSK-BPSK scheme.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the HePNC scheme is evaluated for
AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Results are compared
with those given in [1]. In this paper, AWGN channel indicates
a channel with additive Gaussian noise and without phase
synchronization of users, i.e., γ = 1 and θ∼Unif [0, 2pi). The
two performance metrics are Relay Error Rate (RER) and
Bit Error Rate (BER). During simulation, the average SNR
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Fig. 10: RER of QPSK-BPSK scheme in AWGN channel
of the B-R link is kept constant and the average SNR of
A-R link is varied. To ensure error probability better than
10−3 in B-R link, SNRBR = 7 dB for AWGN channel
and SNRBR = 25 dB for Rayleigh fading channel. The
performance parameters and the values are chosen to present
a comparison with Zhang et al. [1].
Fig. 10 shows RER as a function of the number of maps
used at relay for QPSK-BPSK PLNC scheme. It can be seen
that one denoising map cannot remove all the SFS and hence
the performance improves till all three maps are used (i.e all
SFS are removed). The error floor behavior is a result of fixing
SNRBR. In end-to-end BER simulations, if the BER from A
to B is BERAB and from B to A is BERBA, the overall BER
is calculated as the average BER across both users,BERavg =
(2BERAB +BERBA)/3 [1]. The RER & average BER are
shown in Fig. 7 and agree with [1].
For the 8PSK-BPSK PLNC, the average BER is calculated
as BERavg = (3BERAB+BERBA)/4. The overall BER &
RER are shown in Fig. 8 and agree with [1].
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper extends the framework of [3] to PLNC with
heterogeneous PSK modulations. Exact expressions for the
number and location of SFS for heterogeneous PSK modula-
tions are given and equations for the boundaries of clustering
independent and dependent regions are derived.
A possible direction for future work would be to investi-
gate QAM-QAM heterogeneous PLNC analytically. Another
possible direction is to use the theory of constrained partially
filled Latin rectangles for finding the mappings similar to [3].
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 follows by combining the
inferences from Lemma 5, 6 and 7 described hereafter.
Let pi =
{
cl,i|2δi ≤ l ≤M1/2
}
, 1 ≤ i ≤ M2/2, be a
group of circles. The region between the outermost circle and
the innermost circle in pi is called the ring formed by pi. Let
cO be the unit circle centered at the origin of fade state plane.
The following lemma is modified version of Lemma 17 in [3].
Lemma 5. The external clustering independent region is the
unshaded region obtained when the interior regions of all the
circles which belong to the sets Cl1,l2 , 1 ≤ 2δl2 ≤ l1 ≤M1/2.
Proof. From (10), |xki,ni,i| = 2sin(pini/Mi) for i = 1, 2.
From (17) we have
R
ext
CI = {γejθ : |
xk1,n1,1
xk2,n2,2
+ γejθ| ≥
sin
(
pi
M1
)
sin
(
2δn2pi
M1
) ,
∀(0, 0) 6= (xk1,n1,1, xk2,n2,2) ∈ ∆S1 ×∆S2,
γ > 1,−pi ≤ θ < pi} (36)
The equation |γejθ− c| ≥ r is the exterior region of the circle
centered at c with radius r. Hence the result follows.
It can be verified that the Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 of [3]
can be adapted for our case, with the modified definition of
cl1,l2 and Cl1,l2 . Their statements are provided for complete-
ness.
Lemma 6. The rings formed by pi , 1 ≤ i ≤M2/2 are fully
shaded.
Among the circles ck1,k2 , k1 6= 2δk2, cM1/2,1 is the
outermost.
Lemma 7. The region between circles cM1/2,1 and cO is fully
shaded.
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